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Committee Co-Chairs: David Beaudet; Tracey Furman; and Duane Rollins

• Please provide meeting notes. 

 

Committee Members: Andreas Bolbasis; 

Won Sherman; and Lisa Zelermyer;  

 

• Representatives from the prospective streets updated the Committee on initial feedback and stated 

that support for annexation was high 

level in order to annex the commercial areas without oppos

• Jessica Ryckman noted that she still has some follow

the next meeting. 

• Mayor Furman asked Dave Beaudet to draft an article introducing the annexation concept for the 

November Around Town Journal.

• Sanford Daily noted that Code Enforcement and applicability concerns by prospective Residents 

could be phased in over time with Cou

• The Committee acknowledged that work remains with regards to possible infrastructure 

improvements and that a survey of the proposed annexation area needs to be completed.

• The Committee agreed to reconvene during the first week of D

Committee will take stock of support and feedback following the November Around Town Journal 

article, and decide on next steps. 

 

 Council Member Darin Bartram 

Council Member Sean McMullen 
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Meeting Notes 
Annexation Committee 

Tuesday, October 24, 2017, 7:00 pm 
 Floor Conference Room, Town Hall 

 

David Beaudet; Tracey Furman; and Duane Rollins 

 

Andreas Bolbasis; Lindsay Field; Laurel Murphy; Jessica Ryckman; Pratik Shah; Tina 

Representatives from the prospective streets updated the Committee on initial feedback and stated 

that support for annexation was high – they believed that support was near the monetary threshold 

level in order to annex the commercial areas without opposition.  

Jessica Ryckman noted that she still has some follow-up to do and will convey status to Sol before 

Mayor Furman asked Dave Beaudet to draft an article introducing the annexation concept for the 

November Around Town Journal. 

Sanford Daily noted that Code Enforcement and applicability concerns by prospective Residents 

could be phased in over time with Council support. 

The Committee acknowledged that work remains with regards to possible infrastructure 

and that a survey of the proposed annexation area needs to be completed.

The Committee agreed to reconvene during the first week of December, at which point the 

Committee will take stock of support and feedback following the November Around Town Journal 

article, and decide on next steps.  

Mayor Tracey Furman 
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